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Your license management tool can do more than just 

store data and perform compliance calculations. 

The SAM Tool HealthCheck requires very little 
additional work from the client. This saves the 
company's resources in the best possible way. 

The project duration between kickoff and result is 

usually 3-4 weeks. 

Optimize the data in your USU License Management Tool 

Every larger company and every public administration has to deal with the 
issue of license management today.  

The tools procured for license management are mostly only used for pure 
compliance purposes, the obvious creation of added value to improve the 
data quality IT processes is omitted.  

Therefore, the quality of the data in the SAM tools is often low, also 
because systematic investments in data quality management are not made 
and the degree of maturity in license management remains inadequate. 

What are the reasons for that? 

A SAM tool is generally understood as a subordinate compliance function, 
without business impact and without operational relevance.  

In fact, SAM is the IT melting pot, in which all relevant system data from 

the upstream systems must flow. However, data is merged from data 

sources that were not intended for this purpose when they were created 

and far too little attention is paid to factors like correctness, actuality and 

plausibility during subsequent processing. 

Enormous potential for the company is therefore lost, the investments in 
the SAM tool are often not used effective.  

 

 
The Solution? Optimize the Data Quality in your Tool! 

Use your data instead of just saving it - and use the SAM Tool HealthCheck 
to evaluate and improve data quality.  

As part of a SAM Tool HealthCheck project, the relevant data from the 
SAM Tool is evaluated and a large number of quantitative and qualitative 
indicators (KPIs) are determined and assessed. 

Based on the determined KPIs, the relevant weak points in the existing 
database are determined and optimization suggestions for data quality 
improvements and QuickWins are developed.  

A comprehensive and highly standardized toolset of powerful BI reports is 
used for the analysis. The necessary assistance work is therefore limited to 
the provision of the data to be analyzed. The expenditure of time and 
resources for the client's employees is kept as low as possible.  

The results of the HealthCheck are provided in KPI result formulars and 
graphic evaluations and will be presented to the client in a final 
presentation. 

Use the possibilities of a SAM Tools HealthChecks, to get 

more out of your license management tool. 


